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Thank You
To our employees, thank you for sharing your
time, memories and more…without you,
there wouldn’t be The Story of Us.
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Organic Growth
By Charlie Kratsch, Infinite Campus Founder and CEO

The fruit-bearing tree that
eventually gave rise to Infinite
Campus was the Minnesota
Educational Computing Consortium (MECC), the organization behind educational
software like Oregon Trail and
Number Munchers. My work
at MECC during high school in
the early ’80s was a valuable
starting point as technology
germinated for both school office administration and classroom instruction.
After high school I bypassed
college and went directly into
business, working with a series
of startup companies developing technology solutions
for the advertising, telecommunications and healthcare
industries. During the late
’80s I experienced the power
of computers accessing large
databases using what would
later become…the internet.
In the early ’90s I saw how
graphical user interfaces could
unlock data for any user, anywhere at any time.
After I sold out of my last
company in 1993, I retired
briefly…becoming a stay-at-

home father, but like my wife
said, it didn’t stick. I made
the decision to get back into
educational technology with
the goal being to make a difference, not to make money. I
contacted the school district
I had graduated from and
we agreed that I would serve
as their technology director
while I figured out what this
new company would do.
While I originally thought we
would develop web-based
educational content (i.e. MECC
on the web), I quickly realized
the immediate need was in
student administration.
At that point, the Infinite
Campus mission was set:
Transforming K12 Education®.
Our goals were to streamline
administrative processes, promote stakeholder collaboration and personalize learning.

forest of competition. Each
successive ring of new employees and customers made us
stronger…allowing us to grow
larger and faster. Not being
periodically chopped down
and replanted, like many of
our competitors moving from
one owner to the next, has
made us an industry leader.
This anniversary issue of The
Infinite Campus magazine is
our 25-year account of how we
went from a scrappy startup to
a mature organization with a
national presence. Our employees, our products, and most
of all, our users, have made us
what we are today. That’s not
the end of the story, we are positioned for the next big thing
in education, but we’ll save
that for the next issue…

With that mission as a guide,
Infinite Campus has grown
from the original seed planted 25 years ago into the strong
and stable tree it is now. Our
early growth was slow as we
were a small group struggling
to find our way up through a
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Startup
Chapter One

1993 - 2001

“I served as the district’s technology director allowing
me to closely study and learn how schools function…”
Charlie Kratsch, Founder and CEO
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The upstairs basement at Centennial High School...where we started.

Humble Beginnings
Charlie Kratsch, Founder and CEO

Our early days in the Centennial
School District (Minn.) were spent trying to figure out what an SIS should
be and how new technologies like relational databases and web browsers
should work. Not being supported by
outside funding meant that we had
to be creative. In addition to my corporate duties, I served as the district’s

technology director allowing me to
closely study and learn how schools
function which in turn drove product
development. Later, hiring talented
developers and experienced educators resulted in the tools we needed to create what would become
the foundation of everything we
have today.
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Hired a K12 insider who knew
the data-related problems.
In 2000, school districts struggled with disparate systems that were
not accessible by key stakeholders. At Eden Prairie Schools (Minn.),
technology director Karl Beach and others were writing a student
information software to try and solve their data problems.
Education soulmates
A consultant recommended that Karl meet with
Charlie Kratsch. The two experienced technology
directors hit it off – education soulmates if you will.
In July 2000, Karl joined Infinite Campus.
Personalizing education
I started meshing ideas we had in Eden Prairie with
what Charlie wanted to do: personalize education
and take the onus of planning and artifact management off the teachers. Eventually, I became The
Evangelist...the title stuck.

As The Evangelist, what did you do?
My job was to go out in all directions...to many different states and make sure people understood the
company vision. Essentially, it was my job to schlep
the equipment and transcribe district comments
and questions on big sheets of paper while Charlie
demoed the product.
How did districts react to the vision back then?
Districts understood we were all working to move
education forward...taking things in a whole new
direction. It was all very powerful to be part of a
startup that was going to make a big difference.

In the year 2000:

Every Campus employee (five) could fit
in a minivan, which was the “company
vehicle” for off-site demos.
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Chapter One: Startup

“There’s one thing about
the people of Campus
that I’m most proud of.
While we sometimes
used a bit of hyperbole
in our enthusiasm
for Transforming K12
Education®, we never lied.”
Karl Beach, The Evangelist

Starting with special education and
steering toward a single solution
I went to Jef ferson Count y
Schools, Colorado, because they
were looking at Campus. I met
with Steve Kennedy, the district’s
special education director. I explained how in my worldview,
having come from gifted education in Kansas, everything that’s
done for a special education
student…and Charlie agreed…
is what could be done for every student, not just those with
Individualized Education Plans
(IEPs). The meeting continued. We
agreed the special education subsystem could talk to the main system. Steve decided that yes, we

could work toward both instructional and service standards for
special education students. We
forged ahead…not only could
we manage the IEP, but we could
manage the instructional interventions as well as support services and document it all using
the system. By the time we were
done, in awe of the transformational possibilities, I was in tears
and I believe Steve was at least
close to them...and the educators in the room seemed to understand why we were. Infinite
Campus has been, is, and will
continue to be that important.

K12 experience

To move education
forward, hire people
with K12 experience. To
take things in a whole
new direction, hire
people who are eager
to go out and share the
company vision.

C E L E B R AT I N G 2 5 Y E A R S
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“Charlie had a lot of energy,
good business sense, and
wanted to improve education.
And, I was impressed with the
product he had built.”
Dave Frankson, Chief Architect

Rounded up a “cowboy coder”
to build a better system.
While Charlie had already built the foundation of a system to improve
education, Dave Frankson rode in and refined it. The result: a single
database for all applications that was accessible to all district
stakeholders via a web browser.
Dave and the dot-com boom
As a computer science student at the University
of Minnesota in the late 1990s, it was easy to get
caught up in the dot-com boom. Add an entrepreneurial streak and Dave Frankson’s future quickly
developed. “Everyone wanted websites and ecommerce,” Dave said. “So as a freelancer, I built sites,
online magazines and shopping carts for a variety
of businesses.”
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Frenzy. Fizzled. Failed.
The frenzy didn’t last. “Everyone was just putting
stuff on the internet without any plans to earn income from what they were producing. Many companies fizzled out; I was involved with two startups
that failed.”

Chapter One: Startup

“With risk comes reward.”
Shortly after graduating, Dave met Charlie, and
immediately knew he was different. “Charlie had a
lot of energy, good business sense, and wanted to
improve education. And, I was impressed with the
product he had built.”
Even after experiencing two failed startups, Dave
took the programming job at Infinite Campus. “With
risk comes reward. I wanted to be at a place where
I could directly influence whether something succeeded or not.”
Works perfectly together
Now as Chief Architect, Dave oversees more than 20
software development teams, each expanding and
growing the product in different directions. “I get
to be involved with so many different people and

teams. They know I’m trying to guide them down a
path. I make sure things are done with consistency
in mind, so everything works perfectly together.”
Dave has one overarching goal: “We try to improve
internal business processes within K12 so administrators and teachers can focus more on students.”

Entrepreneurial spirit

The first developer hired is now Chief
Architect; our unprecedented blueprint
to (consistently) enhance design and
functionality of an SIS over time.

Early start

Not everyone had access to computers in the early 1980s,
but Dave was lucky. His mom was a teacher, and would
bring PET (Personal Electronic Transactor) computers
home on weekends. “I started programming those at
age 7…just basic programs, but it was an introduction.
Mostly I replaced text in games with my own text since
I didn’t know what the symbols meant.”
His passion for coding continued to grow: In
the late 1980s Dave began programming on
an Apple IIe in BASIC and by the 1990s was
doing QuickBASIC and C++ on his father’s PC.
Photograph by Rama, Wikimedia Commons, Cc-by-sa-2.0-fr
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Identified an ideal person to
interface with the customers.
Anne Flynn was working as a paraprofessional at Centennial when she
first saw the “amazing” system Charlie was building. Shortly after Anne
decided to resign from Centennial, she joined his startup in 1999. Anne
began helping customers and was the link between end-user feedback
and system enhancements.
“I hated it.”
Pre-Campus, Centennial (and therefore Anne) was
using the TIES student information system. “I hated
it. Every function or task became a long, drawn-out
process,” she said. “I saw what Charlie was building
and fell in love. The product was just amazing, and
his vision and passion for Transforming K12 Education® was unbelievable. I just had to be part of that.
I knew it was going to make an impact one day, and
boy, was I right.”
“It was hot, miserable...”
In the infancy years, Anne and Charlie spent their
workdays in the Centennial High School upstairs
basement. “It was hot, miserable…computers were
overheating, and oh did it smell. You just didn’t care
because you just knew it was going to get really
good someday.” After a few blistering hot
summers, they upgraded to the Centennial
High School band room. The “upgrade”
was windowless with white walls and a
black pirate flag…which still flies at the
corporate headquarters today.

Centennial High School upstairs basement.

Relaxed, yet productive work environment
“It was more casual in the startup years, but
people here today would find that hard to
believe,” Anne chuckled. “When I started
working, Charlie would be programming while
bouncing baby Ian (Charlie’s oldest son) on his
knee. It’s hard to believe he’s in his 20s now.”
Landlines…what are those?
Anne shared, “In the first few years the school janitors would come in at night to vacuum, they would
unplug our, what do you call them…landlines. Customers would call saying our computers were down.
We would simply plug them back in and everything
was just fine.”
Now, Infinite Campus has multiple hosting options
that are reliable and hold a proven record of 99.99%
server availability. All equipment is managed and
maintained by the Managed Services Team, which
also provides nightly backups.
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Chapter One: Startup

“There has always been a sense of pride at Infinite
Campus. It just feels good to say, ‘that is where I
work, and we Transform K12 Education®.’”
Anne Flynn, Support Advisor

Centennial connections
In 1985, Charlie graduated from Centennial High School as valedictorian. He bypassed college to start (and sell) tech companies. Within
a few years, he was financially set.
In 1993, Charlie became Centennial’s technology director. He saw
that each school had its own record-keeping system, none of which
helped stakeholders with decision making. Charlie envisioned a
student information system that could Transform K12 Education®.

Create an amazing
product

Lead with passion. Make
the mission Transforming
K12 Education®. People will
join and stay because they
“knew it was going to get
really good someday.”

Centennial became his first customer in 1996. Currently at Infinite
Campus headquarters, the meeting room closest to Charlie’s office
is called Centennial. Computer classes from Charlie’s alma mater
periodically visit Campus to hear about the company’s past, present
and future.

C E L E B R AT I N G 2 5 Y E A R S
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Acquired a guy with
business sense to
manage growth
(once the company began to take off).

Brian Page joined the struggling startup because of what it might become,
calling it a “great opportunity.” However, within six months Brian didn’t
have enough work to do and others couldn’t even be paid…so, he left to
free up some money. Within a few short years, he returned to manage
the “crazy” growth.
How did you first learn about
Infinite Campus?
Dave Frankson (pp. 8-9) and I were
college roommates at the University of Minnesota. After graduating,
he worked six months with Charlie,
Don (Charlie’s dad), Anne Flynn (pp.
10-11) and Karl Beach (pp. 6-7) at
Infinite Campus…based in a windowless office at Centennial High
School. Dave called and said they
needed someone to do some accounting and requirements-gathering work. So, I drove to Centennial
and met Charlie.

Five people in a windowless
office…why join them?
First, it was Charlie. He had this
wonderful vision for changing K12
education. Second, the chance to
join a startup intrigued me. Third…
because my dad was the tech director for Lakeville Schools (Minn.),
I was there when he built the first
computer labs. So, I experienced
and understood how technology
was impacting education. It just
seemed like a great opportunity…
and, one of my best friends, Dave,
was there.

Chapter One: Startup

“We couldn’t always pay everyone.
Charlie and Dave went several
months without getting paid.”
Brian Page, Chief Financial Officer

How was your start?
It was a lot of fun. The office had an open center
and about eight cubes on each side. And it was
like a family…there were six of us…we were close.
What was your role?
I sent system updates out to schools. Occasionally,
Dave would ask me to do some coding, but I never really knew what my coding did! I helped with
payroll mostly. My requirements-gathering project
was done within six months and then…I certainly
didn’t have 40 hours of work to do.
Was the company doing well?
There were moments I thought: I don’t know…
this could be a failure. I absolutely had doubts. We
couldn’t always pay everyone. Charlie and Dave
went several months without getting paid. And
that’s part of the reason I left after six months…I’m
really not doing a whole lot here and I could easily
free up some money for these guys.

Hard to leave?
Very hard…I had friends there. I was hoping that if
things changed, I’d get to come back.
When did you return?
A few years later…South Dakota Department of
Education chose Campus for all its districts and
many Colorado districts were coming aboard so a
full-time accountant was needed.
So, more than 40-hour weeks?
Yeah, we weren’t working 9 to 5. We came to get
things done, so if that meant 80 hours, that was
what we did.
End of the startup?
For sure. Districts followed one another to us; they’d
just call and ask for our system…it was crazy. My
challenge was…how are we going to do this without growing too much, too fast?

C E L E B R AT I N G 2 5 Y E A R S
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Employee Thoughts

What were you doing
when Campus was
founded in 1993?

Want to reminisce a little more?
Find out what more of
our employees were doing in 1993 at:
infinitecampus.com/25

“Building forts,
playing Super
Nintendo, eating
blue box mac
n cheese, and
attending third
grade.“

“A sophomore in high school wearing
my father’s tattered old flannels with
baggy t-shirts and jeans four times
my size inspired by 1990s hip hop,
1990s alternative and 1980s hair bands.
Snowboarding and skateboarding
whenever time allowed, and living with
parents who would have utilized a
product such as Infinite Campus Parent
Portal to the detriment of my fun.”
Gina, Human Resources Business Partner

Bethany, Support
Advisor

“Kicking around
in the womb.”
Hunter, Software
Engineer I

“Teaching fifth
graders how
to juggle at
Vadnais Heights
Elementary in
White Bear Lake,
Minnesota.”

“Ten years old and living in Mexico City.
Our school had one computer.”
Luis (back row, second from right), Support
Advisor

Barry, Product
Manager

C E L E B R AT I N G 2 5 Y E A R S
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Growth
Chapter Two

2002 - 2008

“We hired developers, support analysts, trainers, and
administrators; it was crazy.”
Charlie Kratsch, Founder and CEO
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In 2002, Infinite Campus and its 15 employees moved to a suite in the Country Insurance building in Arden Hills, Minn.

On the Move
Charlie Kratsch, Founder and CEO

One of the early challenges we faced
was being ahead of our time. We had
a web-based product, but that’s
not what the market was looking
for. Then, just after Y2K everything
changed. School districts began to
see the value not only of the web,
but of having all their data managed
by a single district-wide system. We

moved out of Centennial and into
our own office. We hired developers,
support analysts, trainers, and administrators; it was crazy. We expanded
rapidly across the country into big
districts and small. We were called
an “overnight success,” but many of
us remember the lean years that had
come before.

C E L E B R AT I N G 2 5 Y E A R S
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A wave of talented developers
came aboard…and stayed.
Teamwork and collaboration created a work hard, play hard culture.

Dan Sweet, Luat Ngo and Bai Li (left to right) were among the company’s first developers and fill similar roles today.

“I didn’t expect to stay”
Luat Ngo, Software Engineer, Sr.

“I met Dave Frankson (pp. 8-9) in college as we
pursued computer science degrees,” Luat said. “A
couple years later, in 2002, Dave mentioned Infinite
Campus was hiring. I got hired, but I didn’t expect
to stay. During the dot-com boom, developers did
not stay in a job more than a couple years. California was in my plans. But, I’ve been here 16 years
because of the strong company leadership and
interesting projects,“ Luat said.
Remembering longer weeks
Although Infinite Campus was growing rapidly,
it still felt like a startup. “The tech industry was
booming then and there were many 60-hour work
weeks,” Luat said.
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Spearheading Campus Food Service and
Point-of-Sale
“I coded the first Food Service and Point-of-Sale
Premium Products,” Luat said. Today, over 800 districts use Campus Food Service to help streamline
cafeteria operations, track food purchases and design flexible menu layouts.
Describing our developers
“Infinite Campus developers are introverts, nerdy,
and helpful,” Luat said.

Chapter Two: Growth

“It was destiny”
Bai Li, Principal Software Engineer

“In 2004, I was finishing two master’s degrees at the
University of Wisconsin when I learned of a developer
job at Infinite Campus,” Bai said. “It was destiny.”
Large and welcoming
Bai arrived at the Arden Hills (Minn.) office – just one
tenth the size of the current headquarters – and remembers it being large: “There was so much space!
The Campus culture back then is almost the same as
today: very open and welcoming with friendly, caring
managers and intelligent coworkers.”
Building communication tools
Bai is proud of his collaborative work with ShoutPoint
(a Campus business partner) that created Campus Messenger with Voice. “It’s a powerful tool that can deliver
thousands of calls in a minute,” Bai said. Districts use
the tool to communicate with staff, students and parents via phone or text messaging. Using system data,
it can also distribute emergency notifications.

“We create things…it’s very
rewarding”
Dan Sweet, Manager, Software Development

Numerous programming
languages...

have been used by Campus
developers over the years. However,
our top programming language is
collaboration as developers talk to
end users to ensure their feedback is
incorporated into products.

Active
Server Pages
(ASP)

“In fourth grade, my days consisted of typing and modifying programs on a TRS80 computer,” Dan said. “My
parents would say, ‘You need to go outside!’”
“As a kid, technology interested me,” Dan said. He
now oversees 15 engineers and analysts. “We create
things…it’s very rewarding.”

SQL

VB Script

Java

GROOVY

XSLT

VB

What were the early years like?
“Work hard, play hard…cliché, but true,” Dan said. “We
were focused and quickly built one tool after another.
During lunch we’d play video games and have LAN
Parties.” Learn about the parties and much more at
infinitecampus.com/25.
Main way it’s changed?
“We built and released tools…then got feedback. Now
we have developers, analysts and QAs, and conduct
usability testing so software goes out with fewer bugs.
We talk to users and value their feedback,” Dan said.

C E L E B R AT I N G 2 5 Y E A R S
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Many people wanted to join
an “up and comer.”

“Crazy hours” fueled a rapidly growing customer base…Infinite Campus
was taking off.

“I was impressed”
Liz Reich, Benefits Administrator

In 2002, I read a four-line ad for
a receptionist and went to the library to research the company…
no luck. I found a New Brighton
address and drove there to apply; low and behold, the company
wasn’t there. I called and learned
they moved to the old Country
Insurance building in Arden Hills.
I interviewed with Charlie; I understood his vision and bought
in right away. I started and the
next time I saw him, he was on
his knees assembling desks…I

was impressed. It was clear he
was committed to this.
People had laptops on top
of boxes
Thirty people…15 Campus developers on one side and 15
support people on the other. My
desk was in the middle. I didn’t
realize there were two different
companies: Infinite Campus
and Nexus. I wasn’t sure who I
worked for…it was Nexus.
People worked crazy hours.
They were so hungry to make
this happen. Charlie said we had
five irons in the fire and if we got

three, great…if we got all five,
we’d choke ourselves. We got all
five: Bureau of Indian Education,
Denver, Jefferson County (Col.),
Madison (Wis.), and the Montana
Office of Public Instruction.

Today, more than...

2,000 districts across
the country are customers
and share our mission
of Transforming K12
Education®.

Flashback (2005): Charlie (Founder and CEO) and Eric Creighton (Chief Product Officer, Student Administration)
serve pancakes to Liz Reich (left) while Competitive Intelligence Specialist Liz Schmitt (right) looks on.
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Chapter Two: Growth

Steady growth

Nearly half of the company’s current employee count (450) came aboard during the
2002-2008 Growth Phase.
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“I felt inspired by his story”

“International sensation”

Sal Schmidt, Client Executive, Sr.

Jettie Ditmarson, Content Creator

I was the registrar and on the SIS selection committee at Kaukauna High School (Wis.) when Charlie
demoed in late 2003. We picked Campus. Nexus,
Campus’ first channel partner, trained and supported Wisconsin Campus districts. I knew Campus was
an up and comer so in July 2004, I became a remote,
Wisconsin-based Nexus employee. In November, I
went to Arden Hills for my first company meeting.

I worked for the New London-Spicer School District (Minn.). Charlie installed his system there in
1998; district staff leaned on me to get things
up and running.

Fired and hired
The first evening, Charlie announced all Nexus
employees were fired but we could interview that
night to join Campus. I thought, oh man…this is not
how I thought today would go! I was scared. But,
I got hired and Nexus became part of Campus in
April 2005. The next couple years, I trained Campus
customers in Wisconsin, Iowa, South Dakota, Colorado…oh yeah, I sensed it booming.
One thing gave me the confidence to succeed here;
it was that Charlie never went to college…I was a
stay-at-home mom, so neither did I. At so many
places, you supposedly need that piece of paper.
Charlie was so successful and I felt inspired by his
story...if he can do it, so can I!

Then: Documentation
In the summer of 2003, the system was set to
get a new look. I asked Dave Van Meter (p. 47)
if he would hire me for the summer to replace
screenshots in the documentation. He did. By
summer’s end, they didn’t want me to leave! I
briefly returned to the district, but joined Campus that October.
Now: Campus Master
Dave brought the Campus Master idea to a
group of employees in 2015. I pounded out
a project plan and next thing I know…I’m
creating a repeatable, company-wide master
database with a consistent data set and rich
content. With it, we showcase our SIS in demos.
In 25 years...
Campus will be an international sensation, serving schools around the world.
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Photo submitted by Jen Downey, Software Product Analyst II:
“When I was doing a training in Chinle, Arizona, at a BIE school,
the biggest traffic jam was waiting for cows to cross the street!”

Staff hit the countryside to
onboard hundreds of districts.
Dedication and determination resulted in successful implementations.

Campus + BIE = 186 districts
& 23 states
Matthew Brent, Software Product Analyst, Sr.

“When I started in 2004, Campus was charged with
energy. Everyone was excited about the future.
There was talk of exponential growth and when the
Bureau of Indian Education (BIE) selected Infinite
Campus…the excitement expanded from there,”
Matthew said.
Infinite Campus embarked on implementation with
the BIE knowing their stakeholders ranged from
novice to expert regarding technology use. Campus put together a dedicated team of individuals
(support, trainers and client executives) exclusively
for BIE districts and had every district implemented
within a year.
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“I joined our BIE team and traveled to remote places…unpaved roads…no road signs,” Matthew said.
“GPS was new at the time and Campus splurged
and covered device rental…satellite connections
were little to none in remote areas and on reservations. In many cases, I was ‘lost’ that last mile.
Sometimes they would say, turn left at this rock
or that broken down pickup…I could only hope it
hadn’t been towed.”
Passionate about customers
Many BIE districts had never used a student information system. So, the BIE team created a process
for districts to have a successful system adoption
and ensure they received funding. “With the logic
we had access to, we proactively sent reminders to
districts on when to take attendance, and schedule
and enroll students so they received the full funding they deserved,” Matthew said.

Chapter Two: Growth

Campus + Kentucky = 176 districts
Josie Trobec, Manager, Project Management

In 2007, the Kentucky Department of Education (KDE) implemented Infinite Campus State Edition in 176
districts in just 30 months. “Our mentality has always been, roll up your sleeves, dig in, and help wherever
you can. And that’s exactly what we did during the Kentucky implementations,” said Josie, Campus employee of 11 years.
Dedication and determination
With a dedicated team, Kentucky implementations
were a huge success. “I was out weeks on end. I
would come home with just enough time to put
in a load of laundry, repack, and hug my kids and
husband. I knew the roads in and out of Kentucky
airports better than I did here in Minnesota. Car
rental employees at the airport knew me by name.
Nevertheless, it was all worth it. To see the countryside, to meet so many district employees and learn
how proud they were of their district and community…it was truly a rewarding experience.”
A ride worth taking
“My first Kentucky trip was to Bowling Green. A coworker and I were driving to our first district when
he missed the exit...he says ‘hold on’ and backs up
on the freeway before exiting. At that moment, I
knew my time with Campus would never be dull…
it would be a ride worth taking! And, how true that
statement has been these past 11 years.”

Photo submitted by Josie Trobec: “I took this picture on
one of my many implementation trips to Kentucky!”

Just the beginning

After successfully implementing South
Dakota and the BIE, more statewide
customers followed: Montana, Kentucky,
Nevada, and most recently, Hawaii.

From a Customer

“I’ve worked with Infinite Campus for 10 years at two different
Kentucky districts. The work they put into making our lives simpler
and easier is just amazing. I also love that KDE works closely with
Campus to better serve our Kentucky schools, staff and students.
Thanks to all those involved over the last 25 years!”
Sandra Wilson
SIS Coordinator - Corbin Independent School District
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Employee Thoughts

What is your
favorite moment
at Campus?

Why do we have a rock wall?
Read about how we hire
and keep the best developers at:
infinitecampus.com/25

“My first time
climbing the
rock wall. I love
challenges –
mental and
physical – so
that was a great
experience.”
Jennifer, Release
Manager (at left)

“Yoga and organized lawn games.
Activities are an opportunity to
meet others in a fun atmosphere.
It makes for a better experience
when you collaborate.”
Josie, Manager, Project Management

“The fun of seeing
Charlie dressed up as
a Roman Centurion
for our 2011 company
meeting. It reinforced
the idea that we can
have some fun.”
Chris, Software Engineer, Sr.

“The free lunch
every day.”
Mary, Software
Tester

“Winning the bean bag toss
tournament. Life-changing moment.”
Tyler, SIS Systems Administrator II
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Expansion
Chapter Three

2009 - 2016

“…related to our mission of Transforming K12 Education®,
we increased our work with learning management.”
Charlie Kratsch, Founder and CEO
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Infinite Campus opened its national headquarters in the fall of 2008; above, the two-story rotunda.

A Permanent Home
Charlie Kratsch, Founder and CEO

The growth we had experienced created the need for a new, permanent
home. We designed and built the
“mothership,” our corporate headquarters inspired by the Starship
Enterprise, which provided us with
the vehicle to expand our product
beyond student information. We
added Premium Products like Food
Service, Online Payments, Online

Registration, and Messenger and began development of an HR/Finance
system. Perhaps most importantly
related to our mission of Transforming K12 Education®, we increased our
work with learning management. Our
early vision of a completely integrated data management solution had
become a reality.
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The Campus Support team gathered alongside Trainers
and Business Partners behind headquarters in July of
2017 as part of their annual conference.

An award-winning support
team…at your service.

Campus Support includes 40+ representatives who facilitate exceptional
user experiences.

“I knew there was something
magical here”
Gina Montague, Manager, Support Services

rating, Campus Support consistently receives high
rankings from customers. The support staff provides
a centralized point-of-contact for responsive, personalized solutions and advice. “We will do whatever we can for our customers,” Gina said.

Gina joined Infinite Campus in 2010. Her favorite
moment was winning HDI's Team Excellence Award
for External Support in 2013. The award honors
world-class organizations that achieve the highest
standards of excellence in customer support and
service delivery.
“When I came to Campus, I knew there was something magical here,” Gina said. “It was icing on the
cake to have a respected professional association
acknowledge our awesome team with such a prestigious award.”
Personalized solutions
Campus Support is comprised of eight teams totaling 43 representatives that facilitate an exceptional user experience. With a 97 percent satisfaction
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Gina Montague (fourth from left)
and Support teammates celebrate
their award at the HDI 2013
Conference in Las Vegas.

Chapter Three: Expansion

“We make it easy for
customers to learn”
Nola Peterson, Campus Community
Administrator

July 10, 2010, was a huge milestone as the Campus Community launched. The Community
provides users with free, 24/7 online product
support with access to forums, product documentation, videos and simulations, hands-on
virtual labs, news and upcoming events, messages, surveys and much more. The 200,000+
members share product knowledge, tips and
tricks, and network with others.
“Before 2010, we had a support portal with 100
PDF documents on how to do certain tasks,”
Nola said. “Now, Campus Community houses
5,000 articles, over 2,500 videos and simulations, and hundreds of hands-on virtual labs.
We make it easy for customers to learn our
product.”
End-user feedback
Not only does Campus Community exist to
help users, it ensures they may easily provide
feedback to Infinite Campus. That collaboration
has proven very valuable and leads to changes
and enhancements.
“I take user questions, comments, and concerns
from the Campus Community to our many
development meetings. It benefits everyone
when developers are continually hearing what
our end users like, want and need regarding
our products,” Nola explained.
Meet the face of
Campus Community
Nola was a teacher
at Clover Park School
District in Lakewood,
Washington. In 2006,
she joined Campus as
a trainer and then became the Campus Community Administrator.

Aloha! Luis De La Riva Gasga took a selfie during the
recent Hawaiian-themed Campus Support Conference.

“I make a difference”
Luis De La Riva Gasga, Support Advisor

Luis is on Support Team 5, working with the Campus
Messenger product, FRAM and SPED.
Forefront of interaction
He focuses on understanding each customer’s needs
and through a collaborative approach, solves problems. “Support is at the forefront of interaction with
customers,” Luis said. “The product is ever-changing and evolving…launching new functionality and
making sure it works seamlessly for customers is very
rewarding. We ensure customers have the best possible outcome when using Campus.”
Luis recently began working with the Native American Student Information System (NASIS) customers. NASIS provides support to nearly 200 Bureau
of Indian Education schools across the country. “I
make a difference. I can see we are impacting lives
through the work we do. That’s very important to
me,” Luis said.
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Expanding beyond the SIS with
integrated Premium Products.
More than a dozen options help customers eliminate third-party
systems, lower costs and increase efficiencies.

Our “best-kept secrets”
Paula Soucheray, Premium Products Sales

In 2011, Paula took the reins on teaching customers about Campus Premium Products (also known
as our “best-kept secrets” at the time). Key tasks
such as sending emergency notifications, achieving
faster lunch lines, making online payments 24/7,
registering new and existing students and more,
can all be done using a single system.
Eliminating the extra work
Coming from a district’s technology department,
Paula knew all about the pains caused by third-party systems. “Nobody realized the mess behind the
scenes and how hard it was to keep everything in
sync, especially with limited resources and time.
Handling functions within Infinite Campus eliminates extra work for districts…Premium Products
are a huge benefit,” Paula said.
Paula continued, “Premium Products have become
very powerful tools and continue to advance each

Popular Premium Products

Messenger with Voice

Send notifications using data in Campus
SIS via phone, text and email.

year with new functionality, features, and
specif ic options for
how districts want to
use them. I love showing the functionality…
eyes just light up when
customers realize the efficiencies they provide.”
More than 70 percent
Currently, more than 70 percent of districts using
Campus SIS utilize at least one Premium Product.
Please visit infinitecampus.com/pp to learn more.
One of my favorite moments
“I went with Charlie to Boise City (Id.) Independent
School District to demo our student information
system,” Paula said. “To open his presentation he
played Lynyrd Skynrd’s What’s Your Name which
begins with a Boise reference. The crowd was hooting, hollering and laughing. Boise City is still a customer today!”

infinitecampus.com/pp

Food Service

Streamline cafeteria operations, reduce
service time and increase lunch counts.

$
Campus Payments

24/7 secure payment processing for both
food service and fee transactions.
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Online Registration

Goodbye paper! Bring registration online
for new and existing students.

Chapter Three: Expansion

Getting down to business
Renee Hill, Process Consultant, and Teri Linn,
Project Manager

Renee and Teri implement Business Administration
Suite products: Campus Finance, Human Resources
(HR) and Payroll. “We work with a relatively new
product line, which allows us to expand our customer offerings,” Teri said. “And, because the suite
integrates with Campus SIS, districts can have an
efficient and powerful, single solution.”
Processes and procedures
The onboarding call is followed by the P and P (Processes and Procedures) session. Our staff reviews
what the customer did with their prior business
suite and explains how to perform those functions,
and many new ones, in Campus. “For most districts,
this session takes a week. We travel to their location
and for many, it’s their first in-depth view of the
product,” Renee said.

Renee Hill (standing) and Teri Linn help customers
implement Business Administration Suite products.

Implementations
Teri’s role as project manager includes reviewing
expenses, organizing weekly project meetings, confirming enhancement requests are received and
establishing tasks. “I enjoy defining our implementation methodology as we go. No two implementations are the same…each customer is unique so
each implementation requires different steps along
the way,” Teri said.

Process improvement
As a process consultant, Renee helps districts find
better and more efficient ways to complete the
tasks they need to accomplish. “I streamline processes for districts so they have time to focus on
what’s important, their students,” Renee said. “Our
customers inspire me to do my best. The product is
always changing and I stay on top of the changes
so I can best serve customers.”

Business Administration Suite

infinitecampus.com/bas

Fully-integrated with Campus SIS
Campus Finance, HR and Payroll are
specifically built to streamline processes
for K12 education.

HR

Enter employee information once with
real-time updates to SIS and Payroll.

Finance

Streamline processes across departments
with access to real-time information.

Payroll

Fully integrated, tasks are done in the most
efficient and secure manner possible.
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Compiling, analyzing, and
doing our best to test.

At Campus, great software is linked to developers and testers working
in collaboration to achieve company goals: streamline educational
processes, promote stakeholder collaboration and personalize learning.

“It’s my job to DESTROY the
software”

“I told Charlie, ‘I need a day of your time.’ He drove
to Willmar and spent the day helping me. Charlie
wanted us to be successful,” Kim said.

Kim Hagemeyer, Test Analyst, Sr.

First User Group
Kim had another request of Charlie: Will you come
and talk to districts? Kim, with help from Willmar
staff, was planning the first Infinite Campus User
Group in Minnesota. Charlie didn’t think anyone
would show up. “We filled a large room and people
were sharing what they’d done in their district. It
went very well.”

In 1999, Willmar Public Schools (Minn.) was using
Infinite Campus SIS but struggling with reports. Kim
had just started at the district when she was approached by the director of technology and asked
a favor: Could you use your computer programming
background to help us extract some data and generate a report?
Kim continued creating reports before and after
work each day until it eventually became her fulltime role. As the reports got more complicated,
she needed a better understanding of the schema.

In 2002, after a Campus Administrators Group meeting, Charlie offered Kim a job: “Why don’t you try
to break our software before it goes out the door?”
In 2008, she accepted. “It’s my job to DESTROY the
software… and, I LOVE it.”

Kim Hagemeyer (second from right) meets with fellow testers and analysts to identify bugs (which are then fixed) in
our software before it is released to thousands of districts/schools.
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“I’m behind the scenes”
Brian Sorvari, Test Analyst, Sr.

Tammy Kaiser and Xin Lin putting our software
to the test.

“I’ll work for that company
someday”
Tammy Kaiser, Software Product Analyst II

Tammy knew of Infinite Campus when it was just
a startup. “I worked at Centennial from 1999 to
2005 and worked directly with Charlie, Anne (pp.
10-11) and Dave (pp. 8-9). I said to my husband
multiple times back then, ‘I’ll work for that company someday.’”

Brian joined Campus in 2013, bringing two decades of software testing experience with him.
“People here work closely with districts to ensure the reports they provide can properly be
processed by their respective states. I test the
reports that ultimately result in funding to Campus districts. I’m behind the scenes,” Brian said.
Still so connected
“I like that Charlie, considering all the growth, is
still so connected to the company. He’s the leader…he’s visible. He is fixing an educational system
that we all went through…he is innovative and
has such damn good insight. It’s all about having
the vision to Transform K12 Education®.”

Tammy joined Campus in 2009 and is now a Software Product Analyst II for Special Education and
Learner Planning. She compiles state-specific requirements, creates proper documentation, tests
functionality and analyzes issues within state-specific components of Infinite Campus.
One-stop shop
Pre-Campus, Tammy was a MARSS (Minnesota Automated Reporting Student System) Coordinator
in three different districts. She knows firsthand
how her current role can result in a district’s success. “Understanding how a customer uses Campus and then being able to translate and communicate those needs to our developers is critical,”
she said. “I was in the customer’s shoes…I know
what it’s like to struggle entering information
into two or three different databases. Districts
need one great, integrated student information
system…they need a one-stop shop like Infinite
Campus. Our system causes fewer errors and
makes data entry more efficient and accurate.”

Brian Sorvari tests the reports that result in
funding to districts.
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Employee Thoughts

Which K12 teacher
inspired you
the most?

Get inspired!
Read more stories about who has
been inspiring us at:
infinitecampus.com/25

“Mrs. Peltier, my
third and sixth
grade teacher,
taught the entire
history behind
the song We
Didn’t Start the
Fire. She was
always so kind
and treated her
students with
respect.”
“Madame Lang,
my high school
French teacher.
She encouraged
her students
to explore and
experience life
beyond their
comfort zones.”

“My sixth grade teacher helped to pull
me out of a ‘shy shell’ by focusing on
what he saw I excelled at naturally
and not by drawing attention to what
needed improvement.”
Karmen, Support Advisor

Aaron, Software
Product Analyst II

Erin, Training
Specialist

“My art teacher
taught me to
be myself, and
be creative in
everything I do.”

“My gifted and talented teacher in
second through fifth grade. I learned
many things off the beaten path
including building rockets, the dangers of
Lyme disease, and how to make caramel.”
Joshua, Manager, Software Development

Bruce, Content
Creator
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Maturity
Chapter Four

2017 - Current

“...this has become one of our biggest strengths
making us immune to quarterly profit pressures and
temptations to sell out.”
Charlie Kratsch, Founder and CEO
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Our nine-story Tower opened January 1, 2017; the expansion allows Infinite Campus to double its current staff of 450.

Sky’s the Limit
Charlie Kratsch, Founder and CEO

Having the best product on the market is not enough, you need a stable
company and strong services to back
it up. We have an award-winning
support staff to answer questions.
Knowledgeable process consultants
to help districts make the most of
their investment. Data centers across
the country providing an unparal-

leled 99.99% uptime. And continuous innovation updating our product
monthly with new functionality using
the latest technology. While in the
early days we struggled making due
without outside investment, this has
become one of our biggest strengths
making us immune to quarterly profit
pressures and temptations to sell out.
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Success after the sale
Aaron Mills, Process Consultant

Aaron was a long-term substitute teacher when he first used Infinite Campus. He was looking for a more
permanent teaching job in 2011 when he learned of a trainer position at Campus. “I joined to work with K12
schools across the country,” Aaron said. “It’s nice to see how districts work beyond a teacher’s perspective.”
Three positions
In seven years, Aaron has held three customer-facing positions that ensure customer success after the sale.
Trainer » “I helped new and experienced users through our product, annually training hundreds
and hundreds of customers in
many states.”

Client Executive » “I helped customers maximize Campus, and
I advocated on their behalf for
new tools and functionality. It
was very rewarding.”

Process Consultant » “Currently, I
propose processes during implementation to ensure customers
efficiently transition from their
previous SIS to Infinite Campus.”

Favorite memory?

Training class in South Dakota...I randomly changed some
grades in a test site before switching screens to show the student’s new cumulative GPA, which was 3.14 and, it happened
to be Pi Day. One person in the class caught it right away!
To top it off: Aaron received this email a week later
from the person who caught it…
Just wanted to say again what a great week I had in training!
This was the best class I’ve attended…ever. I still have to
chuckle about how on Pi Day, we did that GPA calculation
and it came out to be 3.14. Best day ever.
Have a great life.
Tom
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Ed-Fi certified

Andy Schultz, Software Engineer, Sr.

After learning to write HTML at
age 11, Andy knew he wanted
to work in the technology field.
He joined Campus in 2012 after
graduating from the University
of Minnesota with a computer
science degree. As a software
engineer, he’s developed innovative tools used externally
by customers and internally by
coworkers.
Data overload
Districts in different states use
different values for their data,
and since Campus has customers in 45 states, we needed an
efficient way to sort through it
all. The solution: Andy helped
build a tool that manages our
data dictionary for each state.
“It automates the process for
how those pieces of data get
entered into the SIS by our business analysts,” Andy said. This
tool – called Campus Attribute
Metadata Tool – is also used by

Campus developers so they can
avoid manually typing in different values.
Data that talks
Over the last several years Andy
has been working on an even
larger project: making Infinite
Campus Ed-Fi standard-compliant. Ed-Fi is a data standard
that allows separate systems
to connect and read the same
language. “We have five states
that use Ed-Fi, so their data from
the districts can more easily be
sent to the state, and the state
can collect the data in a standard way from many different
vendors,” Andy explained.
Andy’s team worked closely with
the Campus Localization team to
incorporate state-specific data.
Now they’re working on enhancements to give our customers more control and flexibility
with the data they’re collecting.

“Being Ed-Fi certified means our
customers can provide reports
in an efficient manner to receive
the funding they need. Ed-Fi also
provides teachers with helpful
dashboards to examine data
about students and courses.”

Star Wars or Star Trek? Andy Schultz
wears his preference. For companywide survey results, see below.

A little more about us

Campus employees were surveyed on preferences...and, we are texters but not Trekkies.

63% Text
37% Call

53% Star Wars
47% Star Trek

51% Android
49% iOS

62% Chrome
34% Firefox
4% Safari

Visit infinitecampus.com/25 to read more.
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A living solution
Jennifer Quist, Release Manager

More and more enhancements
As our company expands, undoubtedly, so do the demands of our customers. With a dedicated team and
a strong focus on product innovation, we are able
to meet these demands and continue to innovate.

“We put out more and more product enhancements
every year. As we grow, so does our product. We
have multiple teams working on our SIS daily. Some
focus on bug fixes and others on enhancements
and new functionality. With our team structure, we
get enhancements to users quickly and efficiently,”
Jennifer said.
Continual product reinvestment
“On average we release 25 enhancements a month,
at no additional cost to customers. Infinite Campus
is truly a living solution because we continue to
reinvest in our product. Our SIS can be the last one
a district or school ever needs to purchase.”

FREE enhancements to our
student information system,
just last year!

Hosting…we’ll handle it
Nick Sheridan, Systems Engineer I

With three hosting options, Campus meets the needs of districts of all sizes. All options are surprise-free,
reliable, and have a proven record of 99.99% uptime.

Cloud Choice Hosting
As the recommended hosting option, districts
get the freedom and flexibility to select which
specific version number of the product to run.
Cloud Hosting
This economical hosting option provides automatic updates each week so districts are
always on the most updated version.
Onsite Hosting
Great option for when internet connectivity
is unreliable or a district prefers to host their
own data. Campus technicians maintain software remotely.
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Campus = culture + communication
Nick Sheridan, Systems Engineer in the Cloud Services Department shared, “I was drawn to Campus
because of the culture, it’s the best of any company
I’ve been in. People interact well here and working
within the Managed Services Team to fulfill our customers’ hosting needs is truly rewarding.”
When asked about a favorite Campus moment, Nick
quickly said, “Seeing the effort Charlie puts into his
company meeting presentations is remarkable. He
is a very charismatic individual and I think it spreads
throughout the company.”
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Thomas Christie (left) and Daniel Jarratt are identifying how predictive analytics can help support education.

Predictive analytics

Thomas Christie and Daniel Jarratt, Data Scientists

Could a student information system determine the validity of assessment questions, predict high school dropouts, or recommend a
personalized curriculum based on student proficiency? According to
Thomas and Daniel: absolutely yes.
Thomas and Daniel are the first-ever Data Scientists at Campus; their
team focuses on how predictive analytics can support teachers and
counselors by helping them better incorporate information about
their students.
What’s predictive analytics?
Thomas: In summary, it’s machine learning for the purpose
of providing recommendations
or predictions.
What’s an example?
Daniel: The Early Warning tool
we built for the Kentucky Department of Education. Early Warning
learns from past student data
what factors correlate highly
with school dropout. By using a
statistical model to learn and im-

prove predictions over time, we
accurately determine students
at risk so educators can prioritize
their interventions, spend less
time analyzing data and more
time with students.
What else could predictive
analytics do?
Thomas: Auto-grade assignments to quickly show a student’s proficiency level. Once
the system has collected enough
information to gauge a student’s

understanding, we can suggest
lessons and learning content
tailored specifically to that student’s abilities. Additionally,
predictive analytics could evaluate the validity of assessment
questions, to make sure they’re
valuable and truly reflect student knowledge. Essentially, it’s
trying to code the wisdom of a
successful, experienced teacher,
and apply it computationally and
to scale for hundreds of students.
Teachers are highly skilled yet
spend a lot of time doing paperwork that computers could do.
Automated education?
Daniel: We’re not talking about
replacing teachers. Rather, we
want computers to augment
people’s abilities…humans and
computers working together.
We want decisions that educators make to be wiser or faster
or made more quickly for a larger
number of students. Ultimately,
we want to support educators.
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Teaching and Learning’s mission: instill passion
in our users (teachers, parents and students).
In foreground, Julie Driver and Dr. Barry Brahier.

The next startup: Teaching and Learning
Dr. Barry Brahier, Product Manager; Julie Driver, Manager, Software Development; and Dan Sweet,
Manager, Software Development

To help prepare for our next 25 years, Infinite Campus recently restructured into The Matrix. This organized
our company into three verticals, each focusing on certain product functionality – Student Administration,
Business Administration, and the new Teaching and Learning (T&L) vertical. T&L consists of Design and
Prototype, Bring to Market, and Build Out.
Design and Prototype
Barry leads the Design and Prototype team. “This is the start of
our process,” Barry said. “We look
at possible solutions to problems our teachers and students
encounter. These problems are
brought to light through multiple sources. Many come from
Charlie. He has a good eye and
ear for problems in the marketplace and constantly talks to
district personnel. But we’re also
talking to many teachers and
hearing feedback from our employees who are parents.” Barry’s
team – made up of developers
and analysts – are encouraged
to think outside the box. “If we
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didn’t have any constraints, what
would we do?”
Once they have design prototypes, the next step is usability
testing. Barry’s team takes a few
of their ideas and asks real users
– teachers, parents or students –
to try it out. “We do this as much
as we can.”
Bring to Market
After a solution has been identified, it’s passed to Julie’s team,
Bring to Market. “We take a prototype and make it real.” Julie’s
team emphasizes performance
testing, to make sure the functionality they’re building isn’t

going to slow users down. “We
want them to have the most efficient user experience possible.”
Build Out
The final step in the process is
the Build Out team, managed
by Dan (p. 19). This team focuses on solving the edge cases,
localization, managing defects,
documentation and more. In
most companies, these tasks
are typically worried about in the
beginning of the process, which
can push out release dates. “Our
process ensures that new functionality quickly gets to end users,” Dan said.

Chapter Four: Maturity

Collaborative culture
Testing is a collaborative effort, and doesn’t rely
on just one person. “It’s a team thing,” Julie said.
“We’re working in a culture where developers are
checking their own…and each other’s…code.
Quality is something the entire team is responsible for.”
The team works on projects in two-week time
frames, called sprints. “We ask the team to decide
how much they can get done in one sprint, from
coded to tested to out the door, potentially,” Julie
said. After a few sprints, they might put it aside,
focus on something else while collecting feedback, then resume work in the next sprint. “A perfect example is Campus Student, which launched
in 2017. We’ve already made many changes and
incorporated feedback into that app.”

See these key tools for Teaching
& Learning end users:
Campus Portal & Mobile App
Campus Student
Campus Learning
Professional Development

infinitecampus.com/videos

Not “it’s your problem now”
The collaboration between T&L teams breaks the
traditional approach. “There’s an old mentality
of throwing something over the wall to another
team and ‘it’s your problem now.’ That’s not what
we do here,” Barry said. As a prototype leaves
Design and Prototype and moves to Bring to Market, an analyst moves with it. “They’re the go-to
person for questions about design and requirements,” Julie explained.
A new frontier
While Infinite Campus has grown over 25 years,
T&L is essentially a fast-moving startup. “That’s
the exciting part…a new frontier with new goals,”
Barry said. “We’re backed by decades of K12 experience and have the same innovative spirit that
got us where we are now.”
“We’re very committed to what we’re doing,” Julie
said. “The passion we want our users to have, it’s
in our team members.”
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“Congratulations on the 25 years, Infinite Campus.
Austin Public Schools is starting our 9th year on
Campus and we are proud to be a district partner!”
Corey Haugen, Austin Public Schools

“Our staff sees the benefits of one
comprehensive system that does more than we
could before and in a more effective, efficient
and accurate way.”
Dr. Laurie Barron, Evergreen School District

“Infinite Campus has a well-designed database
that allows us to manage our student
information effectively at school sites as well as
monitor student progress across our district.”
Joel Rabin, Natomas Unified School District

“Infinite Campus has helped us streamline
operations, improve efficiency and increase our
effectiveness as a district.”
Lori Ordway-Peck, Temecula Valley Unified School District

“Infinite Campus is a great
product…it’s a constant learning
curve because they are always
adding new, improved features.”
Chad Williams, Ririe Joint School
District 252

“Infinite Campus has enabled our district
to connect with parents and students like
never before.”
Kelly Brassfield, Union Public Schools

“We selected Infinite Campus for
the product’s ease-of-use.”
Ilhan Guzey, Dove Public Charter Schools

“Infinite Campus has positively impacted
our district across the board.”
Jeff Hembree, South Texas Independent School District
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“Infinite Campus is
a forward-thinking
company with
goals to improve
education, not just
a data management
system. This sets
them apart from all
other companies.”
Greg Shepard, Ottawa
Area ISD

“You haven’t seen Infinite Campus yet, and
you already know how to use it. It’s that
simple. The product is more powerful,
more stable, and easier than any other SIS
product we saw.”

“Campus continues to
push the envelope and
bring new products and
services to keep pace
with the forever changing
education landscape.”

Mike Hume, Buffalo Public Schools

Janet Michaud, MSAD 53

“I recommend Infinite Campus because student
information systems are all they do, and they do their
job well. Their product is highly customizable out of
the box.”
Jason Vance, Columbus City Schools

“Product seems to be growing to
meet the ever-changing needs in
the technology world.”

“We no longer have servers to maintain and Campus
does all the backups and system updates. Our downtime
has been zero with no complaints about speed or
refresh time.”

Diana McGhee, Fort Thomas Independent Schools

Frank Walters, Augusta County School District

“Infinite Campus has enabled
our district to discontinue
use of a major software
package. This has not only
saved the district money, but
consolidated our data onto one
platform and one location.”
Melanie McLendon, DeKalb County
School District

www.infinitecampus.com/testimonials
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Where is Infinite
Campus in the next
25 years?
“It has been said that the best way to predict the future is to invent
it. When I served as a technology director I saw the power of
personalized learning in special education and predicted it would
be the future of general education. Our work with competencybased learning and responsive scheduling is moving the market
in that direction. Our use of machine learning in predicting and
preventing dropouts has shown that we can leverage the massive
amount of data we collect to alter student outcomes. We also
realize technology is not enough and will continue to work with
local schools, educational service agencies, state departments of
education and the federal government to develop solutions that
make a difference.”
Charlie Kratsch, Founder and CEO

Look to the future.
Read more predictions from
our employees at:
infinitecampus.com/25

“We will have
multiple satellite
offices across
the nation.
Each office
will specialize
in regional
demands,
yet work
continuously to
build districts
that are ‘Campus
Champions.’”

“Known as the most desired software
company to work for across the nation
because of the positive and dramatic
impact it has had on children’s lives.”
Jeff, Chief Technical Officer

Cheril, Support
Advisor

Dave, Chief Product
Officer, Business
Administration

“Be the only
American-owned
SIS available.”
Stephanie, Project
Manager

“Campus will
see adoption
of the Business
Administration
Suite at a rate
equal to what
we’ve achieved
with the student
information
system. In
addition, our
focused efforts
with Teaching
and Learning will
continue to grow
and mature to its
place ensuring
Campus is the
most popular
system in the
United States.”

“Not only be the #1 SIS in the country,
but since we will have colonies on Mars,
it will be the #1 SIS in the Solar System.”
Josh, Training Specialist
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Customers and Business Partners,
Thank you for helping us achieve 25 years of
Transforming K12 Education®.

See the Story of Us and more online:

infinitecampus.com/25
facebook.com/infinitecampus

twitter.com/infinitecampus
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To be Continued...

